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Executive Summary 
Status matching supports USAF development, qualifict on, and maintenance test 
planning and diagnostics.  Thus improved status matching is a key enabler for improved 
testing and maintenance processes within the USAF.  Improved methods may also 
support future USAF maintenance concepts such as providing customized status models 
for each engine in the fleet.  Under such scenarios, status decks will need to be made 
more frequently than they are today, and thus the process must be faster and require less 
expert knowledge than the traditional approach. 
 
This research program developed an improved, automated process for calibrating turbine 
engine performance models.  The research proceeded in three phases: (1) a literature 
search for algorithms applicable to the status matching problem, (2) a preliminary 
investigation using simulated engine data of several of the methods identified in the 
literature search, culminating in the selection of two methods, the Filtered Monte Carlo 
(FMC) and the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) methods, for further investigation, 
and (3) the detailed investigation of the selected algorithms using real engine data. 
 
The proposed algorithms were found to meet the sponsor’s requirements for a robust, fast 
process suitable for inexperienced users.  Both methods were demonstrated to 
successfully match measured data with no prior knowledge of the engine.  The methods 
are complementary in that an initial FMC analysis can identify for an inexperienced user 
which variables are significant and can provide him or her with appropriate ranges for 
those variables.  The SVD method may subsequently be used to quickly determine the 
best value for each modifier.  
 
One of the major conclusions of the research is that the choice of solution algorithm is 
not the most significant issue.  All the algorithms investigated are theoretically similar to 
each other. The most significant factor in a successful method is the user’s choice of 
modifiers.  It is difficult to avoid the fact that this requires experience; although certain 
steps in the process have been automated and effectively prompt the user when a decision 
is required.  It is noteworthy that, if user experience can be translated into probability 
distributions for priors, then Bayesian methods can easily be incorporated into the 
developed process.  Over the long term, this may prove to be the best approach to the 
problem. 
 
Finally, it should be noted that the engine status matching process is applicable to 
calibration of other types of models.  Similar methods have been used by the researchers 
for calibration of engine, aircraft, noise, and emissions models and for calibration of 
lower fidelity aero models to CFD models. 
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1 Problem Statement / Objective 
The fundamental motivation for the research reported h rein is the need to quickly and 
accurately match gas turbine engine cycle model predictions to engine test data.  The 
problem is challenging because it requires the solution of an ill-posed, underdetermined 
nonlinear system.  Current solution methods are tim consuming and highly dependent 
upon the experience of the data analyst. 
 
Status matching supports USAF development, qualifict on, and maintenance test 
planning and diagnostics.  Thus improved status matching is a key enabler for improved 
testing and maintenance processes within the USAF.  Improved methods may also 
support future USAF maintenance concepts such as providing customized status models 
for each engine in the fleet.  Under such scenarios, status decks will need to be made 
more frequently than they are today, and thus the process must be faster and require less 
expert knowledge than the traditional approach. 
 
The objectives of the present research were to investigate a simpler, more automated 
process that would enable considerable reductions in the time and cost to match engine 
performance models to measured data, while also improving model accuracy.  The 
approach taken was to survey the methods available to solve the problem, and then to 
select a small subset of available algorithms for further investigation.  The most 
promising approaches were then applied to a representative engine matching problem and 
refined into a practical tool available for use in Air Force engine testing and data 
reduction tasks. 
2 Background 
2.1 Status Deck Description 
A turbine engine cycle model or “cycle deck” is a detailed thermodynamic representation 
of a turbine engine, comprising semi-analytical, “zero-dimensional” representations of 
each of the engine components.  The term “cycle deck” indicates that the complete 
thermodynamic cycle is computed and that the operating points of each of the 
components have been matched so that the engine is  thermodynamic equilibrium.  A 
“status deck” is simply a cycle deck which has been “tu ed” or adjusted to match a 
specified set of measured test data.  A status deckmay represent a specific engine or an 
average of a population of engines. 
 
To illustrate, the components of a typical status deck for a single spool turbojet engine are 
depicted in Figure 1.  First, flow computation stations are identified by number at the 
entrance and exit of each engine component.  Each engine component is represented by 
performance “maps”, which are derived through a combination of analytical and 
empirical means.  For example, the compressor and turbine maps are digitized tables 
which provide pressure ratio and efficiency as a function of corrected rotor speed and 
corrected flow.  For computational purposes the compressor flow, pressure ratio, and 
efficiency are tabulated along arbitrary ray lines or “R-lines”, while the turbine flow and 
efficiency are tabulated as a function of the turbine pressure ratio and corrected rotor 
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speed.  The nozzle map provides the nozzle flow as a function of the nozzle pressure 
ratio.  Pressure drops across the inlet, the combustor, and the exhaust nozzle are also 
represented as functions of the appropriate parameters. 
 





































Pressure Loss  
Figure 1: Components of a typical turbojet engine cycle deck 
The cycle balance or match point is found by solving a system of simultaneous nonlinear 
equations using a Newton-Raphson iteration technique (see Figure 2).  The equations to 
be solved represent the conservation laws; continuity and work balances must be satisfied 
throughout the engine at the match point.  The constructions of the maps themselves 
provide the basis for the computational procedure.  For the turbojet example shown, there 
are five equations: the continuity balances at the compressor entrance, the turbine 
entrance, and the exhaust nozzle entrance; the work balance between the turbine and the 
compressor; and the throttle or power setting requir ment represented in the example by 
the turbine inlet temperature demand.  Each of these t rms is to be driven to zero 
( 0→∞y
r
within an acceptable tolerance), by varying a set of five independent parameters 
( x
r
).  In the example shown these independent variables x
r
 are the compressor corrected 
rotor speed, the compressor R-line value (which determines the compressor flow, 
pressure ratio, and efficiency for a given corrected rotor speed), the inlet flow, the turbine 
pressure ratio, and the combustor fuel-air ratio. 
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Figure 2: Typical balance equations for a turbojet engine cycle deck 
 
It should be noted that this problem formulation is ot unique, and the “best” choices for 
the independent and dependent variables are found through experience or user preference.  
In any case, once the cycle is balanced, the pressures, temperatures, and flows are known 
at each of the flow stations, and overall performance values such as thrust and fuel flow 
may be computed. 
 
During an engine test, pressures and temperatures may be measured at some of the flow 
stations within the engine, along with other values such as the rotor speeds, the inlet flow 
rate, thrust and fuel flow.  Fundamentally, the process of making a status deck involves 
adjusting the component performance maps until the computed cycle match point 
corresponds with the measured parameters.  To facilitate these adjustments, the cycle 
deck is provided with modifiers on the flow, efficiency, and pressure loss values read 
from each component map.   
 
The process of status matching may be broken down into three steps.  First, the test 
measurements are used to determine the modifiers on the component maps at each data 
point.  Second, the modifiers are regressed to develop curves such that the modifiers may 
be allowed to vary realistically throughout the engine operating range.  This step requires 
the determination of the functionality of the modifiers; for example, the compressor 
efficiency modifier may vary as a function of the corrected rotor speed, variable stator 
vane position, compressor entrance Reynolds number, and compressor rotor-to-casing 
clearances.  Once these functions are determined and the status curves are developed, the 
final step in the process is to incorporate these curves into the engine model and to verify 
the results against the original test data.   
 
The traditional approach to status matching is very much a “hands-on” process.  The 
modifiers must be adjusted manually until the “best” values, in the judgment of the 
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analyst, are found that make the model predictions match the test measurements.  This 
process is highly dependent on the prior knowledge and experience of the analyst.  Since 
it is a manual process, the analyst is usually onlyable to look at one parameter at a time.  
Thus the process is very time consuming and computationally expensive.  The proposed 
new approach must be more automated, to require less time and experience on the part of 
the data analyst.  To achieve this goal, the algorithms must be mathematically and 
computationally stable and reliable. 
2.2 Characteristics of the Problem 
As described above, the status matching process actually comprises a pair of regression 
problems.  The first problem entails the determination of the model modifiers and the 
assignment of values to the modifiers at each data point.  The second problem entails the 
determination of appropriate functional relationship  to describe how the values of each 
modifier changes with changing flight conditions and/or engine power settings.  Thus the 
status matching process is plagued with all the issue  common to any regression analysis.  
Typical issues are discussed briefly below: 
 
Causality 
Regression analysis cannot by itself establish causal relationships.  Goodness-of-fit 
statistics only reflect the correlation structure of the data being analyzed.  Causality can 
only be determined from controlled experiments.  No variable selection procedure can 
substitute for the judgment of the analyst. In other words, the selection of relevant 
explanatory variables should be based upon theoretical considerations; empirical methods 
for variable selection based only on statistical analysis of the test data will tend to be 
sample specific [13]. 
 
Specification errors 
Specification errors are errors in identifying the significant explanatory variables.  There 
are two types of specification error.  A type I error is “finding something that is not 
there”, e.g. including explanatory variables in the regression which in fact have no 
significant effect on the observations.  A type II error is “missing something that is 
there”, e.g. excluding an explanatory variable which should be in the regression. 
 
Multicollinearity 
Multicollinearity, sometimes also called collinearity, refers to the situation when two or 
more explanatory variables have the same effect on the observations and it is not possible 
to differentiate between them.  This problem is often caused by the limited 
instrumentation used in full scale engine testing.  In most cases, the effect will be 
“smeared” across the explanatory variables.  In extreme cases multicollinearity can cause 
incorrect signs on the regression coefficients. 
 
Parsimony 
Parsimony refers to the historical “Occam’s razor” p inciple of incorporating as few 
explanatory variables into the model as possible.  Originally this principle may have been 
driven more by computational limitations than by mathematical considerations.  
However, when the number of explanatory variables is large relative to the number of 
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observations there is a danger of “overfitting” themodel.  An overfit model fits the noise 
in the data; i.e. it incorrectly attributes random noise to causal factors. 
 
Random error 
The term “random error” is not related to the random noise or measurement error present 
in experimental data, but refers to the situation when the values of the explanatory 
variables vary randomly.  Classical regression analysis requires that the explanatory 
variables be set by the experimenter in a designed or controlled experiment.  As 
described above, this is required to prove causality.  I  is also important to the proper 
interpretation of goodness-of-fit statistics.  For example, the significance of a high R2
value depends strongly on the range and distribution of the values of the explanatory 
variables. 
 
It should be clear that the typical status matching problem, due to limited data and limited 
instrumentation, violates most of the standard regression guidelines.  Engineering 
judgment is often required to resolve the issues which may arise.  Thus creating a more 
automated process which relies less on engineering xperience is a daunting task.  As will 
be seen, the approach ultimately selected combines complementary procedures designed 
to provide guidance to the analyst without taking him or her completely out of the loop. 
 
A more complete understanding of the problem may be o tained by considering the 
overall process of physical system modeling.  Tarantol  [34] generalizes a scientific 
procedure for the study of a physical system with the following three steps: 
1. Parameterization of the system 
2. Forward modeling 
3. Inverse modeling 
 
First, the parameterization of the system is to discover the minimal set of parameters that 
completely characterizes the system. Such a set is called model parameters. Second, 
forward modeling is to discover a physical law that allows us to predict the outcome of 
the system given the model parameters. Third, inverse modeling is to estimate the model 
parameters when the outcome of the system is observed. According to Tarantola’s 
generalization status matching is an inverse modeling. 
 
Problems that involve the forward and inverse modeling are referred to as direct and 
inverse problems, respectively. Keller [22] provides a definition of direct and inverse 
problems in a historical point of view. Keller defines two problems as direct and inverse 
problems if the formulation of one involves the solution of the other. Among the two 
problems the direct problem is the one that has been studied extensively than the other 
while the inverse problem is the one that is less studied or understood than the other. On 
the other hand, Bertero’s definition [2] is based on causal relationships. A direct problem 
is formulated based on a physical law specifying a cause-effect consequence. The 
corresponding inverse problem is to find the unknow cause of known effect. Hansen’s 
point of view is more or less similar to that of Bertero.  Hansen [17] describes that 
inverse problems involve finding the internal strucure of a system from the observed 
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behavior of the system or determining the unknown input of the system from the known 
output. 
 
Direct problems are perceived to be much easier than inverse problems, due to the 
following two properties: locality and causality. Laws of nature are often expressed as a 
system of algebraic or differential equations. The equations are local in a sense that they 
express the dependency of the function describing a system and its derivatives on the 
outcome of the system at a given point, i.e., at a given model parameters. They are causal 
in a sense that the outcome depends on the model parameters. On the contrary, inverse 
problems are often not local and/or not causal. Bertero and Boccacci [3] argue that the 
conceptual difficulty associated with inverse problems due to a loss of information. A 
forward modeling always involves a loss of information or an increase in entropy. 
Consequently, an inverse modeling of the same system b comes different from the 
forward modeling, and the inverse problem requires th  recovery of the lost information. 
The argument of Bertero and Boccacci is an analogy of forward and inverse modeling to 
an irreversible thermodynamic process. 
 
The conceptual difficulty of inverse problems imposes unfavorable characteristics on 
inverse problems. According to Hadamard [16] a problem is well-posed if the following 
conditions are met: 
1. a solution exists, 
2. the solution is unique, and 
3. the solution depends continuously on the data. 
 
Unfortunately, inverse problems are typically ill-posed; one or some of the above 
conditions are not met for inverse problems.  Each unfavorable characteristic of ill-posed 
problems poses different issues in choosing or imple enting a solution technique. Some 
of these issues are discussed in the following. 
 
First of all, the possible non-existence of inverse solutions makes it hard to set a stopping 
criterion for solution search. When the solution search is failed, it is hard to tell that the 
solution technique is failed because of not enough search attempts or the non-existence of 
a solution. 
 
Second, the non-uniqueness of inverse solutions requires some additional capabilities to a 
desirable solution technique: not only the capability of successfully identifying multiple 
solutions but also assessing the multiple solutions, e.g., which solution is more likely than 
others or which solution is physically impossible, etc. 
 
Third, if an inverse solution does not depend on data continuously, the inverse solution 
becomes unstable. The continuous dependency of inverse solutions on data ensure that a 
small change in the data cause only a small change in the inverse solutions. On the 
contrary, if the dependency is discontinuous, a small ch nge in the data can cause a large 
change in the inverse solutions.  Figure 3 shows such a situation.  
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Figure 3: An Example of Unstable Inverse Solutions [40]
 
A system of two linear equations with two independent variables is shown in the two-
dimensional inverse solution space. When a dependent variable contains a small error, 
which is manifested as a small perturbation of the corresponding line, the solution of the 
system of linear equations jumps one position to the other drastically, compared to the 
small magnitude of the perturbation. The sensitivity of a system of linear equations can 
be measured with the condition number of the matrix expressing the system of linear 
equations. Consider a system of linear equations in matrix form 
xy A=  
The condition number is the ratio of the largest singular value of the matrix A to the 
smallest one [14].  The matrix A can be viewed as the sensitivities between the variables 
(x) and the responses (y).  In this case, the conditi  number can provide a measure of 
how influential the variables are relative to each ot er in describing the responses.  This 
characteristic is especially important when dealing with data containing some errors such 
as measurement noise, which is always the case in the real world.  As shown in Figure 3, 
a small error in a dependent variable caused by measur ment noise can lead to large 
deviations in independent variables in the inverse problem. 
 
3 Literature Review 
Current approaches to the status matching problem as well as other potential solutions 
were identified through a literature search.  The general subject of matching computer 
models to real data is covered thoroughly by Kennedy and O’Hagan [23].  While the 
subject of engine modeling itself, cycle decks in particular, has received little attention in 
the published literature, several valuable sources are available through the NATO 
AGARD and RTO publications.  In addition, a rich source of reference material may be 
found in the related field of engine health monitoring and diagnostics. The subject of 
matching computer models to test data has also received some attention in the area of 
hydrological modeling.  Finally, the field of numerical optimization was explored as a 
possible source for potential solutions to the statu  matching problem.  These sources, 
along with a brief description of each method, are discussed in turn below. 
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3.1 AGARD Publications 
One of the earliest descriptions of the status matching problem may be found in Habrard 
[15].  Habrard formulated the problem by superposing over the usual Newton-Raphson 
cycle balance an additional iteration comprising the (dependent) error terms for the 
measured data and (independent) tuning parameters or modifiers to adjust the component 
maps.  Habrard made several recommendations that are characteristic of modern 
approaches: 
• Additional estimated parameters should be included in the tuning equations in 
addition to the directly measured parameters 
• The tuning equations should be augmented with weightin  functions to account 
for the relative level of confidence attributed to the measured or estimated 
dependents 
• He addressed the problem that the number of modifiers available may exceed the 
number of dependent parameters.  The solution method he recommended was 
equivalent to the singular value decomposition (SVD) method described in later 
sections of this report. 
3.2 Engine Diagnostics Literature 
The engine diagnostics and health monitoring problem is closely related to the status 
matching problem.  There is an extensive body of literature related to analytical engine 
diagnostics; a good general review is available in Li [26].   
 
The subject of analytical engine diagnostics begins with Urban’s pioneering work, GPA 
(Gas Path Analysis) [38]. Changes in the health of an engine are manifested as changes in 
measurable engine parameters. GPA uses these sensitivitie  in matrix form, called the 















































































where zi is a measurable engine parameter and xj is an engine performance modifier. The 
influence coefficient matrix is a linear approximation of the real, possibly nonlinear, 
relationships between the measurable engine parameters and the engine performance 
modifiers. When some measurable parameters are available, the engine performance 
modifiers can be calculated by the inversion of the influence coefficient matrix or the 
weighted least squares (WLS) method. Urbans’s work inspired many other researchers, 
and there are various extensions of the original GPA. In late 1970s, GE Aircraft Engines 
developed a similar program called TEMPER [10]. Urban’s GPA was followed by many 
other similar research works. 
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Another linear approach in engine status matching is the use of the Kalman filter [21]. 
The Kalman filter is a recursive filter that estimates the state of a linear dynamical system 
from a series of noisy measurements. The Kalman filter consists of two phases: predict 
and update. In the predict phase, the current state is predicted from the state at the 
previous time step. In the update phase, the measurment at the current time step is used 
to correct the predicted state. In the 1980s, Rolls Royce developed COMPASS 
(COndition Monitoring and Performance Analysis Software System) using the Kalman 
filtering technique to estimate turbofan engine healt  parameters and sensor bias from 
measurements [30]. To improve the performance of the Kalman filter in diagnostics of 
gas turbine engine, the Kalman filter is used in many different ways, for example, the 
constrained Kalman filtering [32] and a bank of Kalm n filters [24]. The extended 
Kalman filter (EKF) [33] and unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [19] are nonlinear 
extensions of the Kalman filter. 
3.3 Optimization Methods 
The discipline of numerical optimization may also pr vide a source for solutions to the 
status matching problem.  Historically, there have been efforts to estimate engine 
performance modifiers by converting the inverse problem to one of optimization. In these 
efforts a numerical optimizer finds engine performance modifiers that make the result of 
a thermodynamic engine model as close as possible to measured engine performance 
parameters. “Closeness” to measured performance is typically calculated using a single 
objective function.  The objective function combines all available performance 
measurements into a single measure of fitness.  It is then the job of the optimization 
routine to find the set of modifiers to maximize the overall fitness of the objective 
function [9]. 
 
Most optimization techniques can typically be grouped into two categories: 1) line search 
or gradient-based techniques and 2) heuristic or stochastic searches.  The gradient-based 
methods perform extremely well for convex problems which have a unique global 
optimum, but may stop searching prematurely in the presence of many local optima.  
Stochastic methods, although usually requiring more computer resources, are able to 
avoid becoming stuck at a local optimum [39]. 
 
Because of the nonlinear relationships between measurable engine parameters and engine 
performance modifiers, the genetic algorithm (GA) is preferred over gradient-based 
optimization methods [43].  GA is also of interest for its potential to add intelligence to 
otherwise random search methods such as Filtered Monte Carlo.  Rather than blindly 
sample a solution space, the algorithm drives toward a more optimum solution at each 
iteration by combining attributes of multiple “genetically fit” solutions.  This property, 
called crossover, combined with mutation, can find settings of the performance modifiers 
that match the responses quite accurately.  For more detailed explanation of genetic 
search techniques, the reader is referred to [39].  Although GA has better chance to find 
the global optimum than gradient-based methods, the global optimality of its solutions is 
still not guaranteed. Furthermore the genetic algorithm is computationally demanding, 
requiring a large initial population and many iteraions. 
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3.4 Surrogate Modeling 
In the above optimization approach a thermodynamic engine model is used to simulate 
the engine performance.  Instead of using a thermodynamic engine model, there have 
been efforts to use lower fidelity surrogate models or AI (Artificial Intelligence) 
techniques to interpret the measurable engine parameters and relate them to the engine 
performance modifiers. An advantage to these methods is that complex 
computation/optimization can be performed on the surrogates which are typically 
polynomial expressions versus a much slower computer cycle model.  This fact makes 
surrogate models ideal for Monte Carlo methods where it is not uncommon to perform 
many thousands of function calls. These techniques learn the mappings between the 
measurable engine performance parameters and the engine performance modifiers from 
available data. The trained mappings are then used to predict engine performance 
modifiers when new measurable engine performance parameters arrive. A common 
surrogate modeling technique and one that will be investigated in this research is 
response surface equations (RSEs).  RSEs are perhaps t e fastest type of surrogate to 
create through a simple least squares regression, but they suffer from an inability to 
represent nonlinear design spaces.  While thermodynamic cycle behavior across the entire 
flight regime is highly nonlinear, RSEs may be used to represent a small region of the 
space such as a single setting of ambient condition and throttle position. 
 
While the literature search yielded alternative techniques including those from the field of 
AI such as neural networks [44], fuzzy logic [12], and expert systems [37], these methods 
were not pursued as viable means of solving the status matching problem.  Although 
more sophisticated surrogate modeling techniques like neural networks map complex 
nonlinear relationships quite well, they are difficult to train as they typically require their 
own optimization algorithm and significant computational resources.  Therefore, the time 
required to merely generate the networks negates any possible advantage gained through 
their ability to model nonlinear space.  What is probably worse, there is a severe lack of 
transparency when using neural networks so that it is difficult to gain insight into the 
behavior of multidimensional spaces.  Fuzzy logic is often criticized with regards to 
scalability. Although fuzzy logic has been used in control applications for home 
appliances, there are few publications regarding the use of fuzzy logic in the real world 
[11]. Expert systems are mostly used for solving qualitative problems. 
3.5 Other Statistical Methods 
In addition to the AI techniques mentioned above, Bayesian networks have been paid 
great deal of attention recently. The Bayesian network technique is a framework 
combining graph theory and probability theory. A Bayesian network for engine 
diagnostics probabilistically models the relationship  between measurable engine 
parameters and engine performance modifiers. When t Bayesian network is used in 
diagnostics, the measured data is entered into the network, and the engine performance 
modifiers are inferred. Breese et al. [7], Mast et al. [28], and Romessis and Mathioudakis 
[31] applied the Bayesian network technique for diagnostics of industrial or aircraft 
engine. Lee [25] proposed a use of multiple Bayesian networks to increase the accuracy 
and robustness of estimates of engine performance modifiers. Although it has shown a 
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great potential for its usage, the Bayesian network technique is often criticized for its 
mathematical complexity and computational burden. 
 
It is interesting that singular value decomposition (SVD) and regularization, which are 
the most widely known inverse problem solution techniques in the fields of medical 
imaging and statistics, are rarely used in gas turbine diagnostics. 
 
Singular value decomposition (SVD), developed in linear algebra, is a technique for 
solving underdetermined system of linear equations. An underdetermined system of 
linear equation has an infinite number of solutions. Among these solutions the minimum 
2-norm solution is always unique [6]. SVD finds the unique, minimum 2-norm solution. 
However, the minimum norm solution may not be physically meaningful in practical 
problems. 
 
Regularization is a classical approach for stabilizing unstable inverse solutions. 
Regularization methods seek a stable, approximate solution by adding an extra constraint 
on inverse solutions. Two widely used constraints are the 1-norm or 2-norm of the 
inverse solution. Regularization using these two constraints is called the Lasso [35] and 
Tikhonov regularization [36], respectively. 
3.6 Hydrological modeling literature 
Among the many applications discussed by Kennedy and O’Hagan [23] is that of 
hydrological simulation, dating back to the pioneering work of Beven and Binley [4].  
The Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) method developed by 
Beven and Binley is similar in many respects to the Filtered Monte Carlo (FMC) method 
described in the following sections. 
4 Algorithm Selection 
Once the literature search identified a list of potential solutions to the status matching 
problem given the time and scope of the project, the next step was to develop a procedure 
for selecting, refining, and further developing one or more of those solutions into a 
practical, easy-to-use method.  A subset of algorithms was identified from the literature 
for further investigation and direct application ona simple thermodynamic cycle model 
calibration problem.  This way, each algorithm’s performance could be compared side-
by-side and the necessary refinement and/or rejection of the method could take place.  
The methods chosen for further research were the following: FMC, genetic algorithm, 
SVD, regularization, Kalman filters (EKF and UKF), and Bayesian networks.  These 
methods showed the most potential for obtaining accurate estimations for the 
performance modifiers given the non-linear and otherwise complex behavior of the 
inverse problem.  For those methods that require calculation of a sensitivity matrix (EKF, 
SVD, and Regularization), a local iterative technique of solving for the performance 
modifiers was adopted.  In other words, the local derivative matrix (Jacobian) was 
calculated at an initial guess point.  The algorithm was executed in order to update the 
initial guess to a better estimate.  The Jacobian ws then calculated for the new estimated 
point and the procedure was repeated until convergence.  This method can be likened to 
trust region optimization and imposes stability on an inherently nonlinear problem.  In 
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addition to the particular algorithms, RSEs were investigated as a potential enabler of 
faster computation and transparency. 
 
In order to qualitatively assess the performance of each solution technique, a set of 
metrics was adopted.  These metrics were arrived at using engineering judgment as well 
as input from potential end-users of the product at Arnold Engineering Development 
Center (AEDC) in Tullahoma, TN.  The first and perhaps most obvious metric was the 
ability for the method to match the given measurement data.  The performance modifiers 
obtained from a given method ought to produce a resulting data point that matches as 
closely as possible the measured data.  This can be stat d quantitatively simply as a 
summation of percent errors between the measurement data and what an individual 
method predicts.  The next metric used to evaluate the solution methods is the overall 
ease of implementation and use.  It was an original go l of the project to develop a 
method that could be used not necessarily by a performance engineer intimately familiar 
with a given turbine engine or even statistician well-v rsed in complex inverse problem 
theory.  The method must be sophisticated enough to satisfactorily solve the complex 
problem and yet simple enough to be used by anyone on any engine.  A qualitative 
representation of this metric is the time needed to se  up or code the algorithm as well as 
the number of additional pieces of information required (parameter constraints, 
covariance, weighting, etc.) to produce reliable results.  The final metric used to compare 
methods was their respective computational demands.  The time and effort required to 
create a status deck using current status matching techniques is a significant 
disadvantage.  The new method must use minimal computational resources to match 
multiple data points quickly and accurately.  This can be represented as the time to match 
a single point, the number of thermodynamic cycle cases/runs, or amount of function 
calls/iterations. 
4.1 Sample Problem 
Once the metrics were identified, a sample problem was set up to serve as a test bed for 
each potential status matching technique.  The test bed chosen was a generic mixed flow 
turbofan (MFTF) engine developed using NASA’s Numerical Propulsion System 
Simulation (NPSS).  NPSS is an object-oriented modeling environment widely used 
throughout industry and the USAF.  With NPSS, the engine is modeled as an assembly of 
component “elements”.  Each element contains “sockets” for the component maps and 
additional empirical factors.  “Audit” modifiers are available for adjusting the component 
representations.  The scripting language in NPSS allowed for easy implementation of 
each solution method.  A drawing of the sample engine model is presented in Figure 4, 
annotated to show the simulated instrumentation locati ns.  The figure also defines the 
variable names. 
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Figure 4:  Engine Model and Nomenclature for Sample Engine Model 
 
Since the cycle model did not represent an actual engin , no “noisy” data was readily 
available.  In order to simulate noisy engine measurement data, a single point of the 
baseline MFTF model was run with a select set of notio al performance modifiers 
applied. This produced a set of responses to match using each technique beginning with 
the baseline cycle model.  The responses themselves were chosen based on what typically 
is available from a moderately instrumented turbine e gine.  These are given along with 
their simulated measurement values in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Simulated Measurements for MFTF 
Measurement  Measurement Description Value Units 
T23t HPC Inlet Total Temp 663.688 °R 
P23t HPC Inlet Total Pressure 30.457 psi 
T13t Bypass Duct Inlet Total Temp 687.11 °R 
P13t Bypass Duct Inlet Total Pressure 34.409 psi 
T3t HPC Exit Total Temp 1390.516 °R 
P3t HPC Exit Total Pressure 320.765 psi 
P16 Bypass Duct Static Pressure 32.332 psi 
FN Net Thrust 20726.7 lbf 
T41 Turbine Inlet Temp 3261.9 °R 
WF36 Fuel Flow 3.518 lb/s 
EPR Engine Pressure Ratio 2.378 -- 
PCN2R Corrected LP Shaft Speed 99.9998 % 
PCN25R Corrected HP Shaft Speed 98.6145 % 
EGT Exhaust Gas Temp 1197.23 °R 
A8 Nozzle Throat Area 716.9 in
2 
 
The performance modifiers used to generate these measur ments were chosen at random 
within a range selected to be representative of the error in a baseline cycle model.  
Therefore, a modifier value of one indicates the baseline cycle.  All values were chosen 
to be slightly less than one to simulate a degraded engine.  These are given in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Simulated Performance Modifiers for MFTF 
Modifier 
Name 
Modifier Description Value 
Fan.eff Fan Efficiency Scalar 0.986 
Fan.Wc Fan Corrected Flow Scalar 0.996 
HPC.eff HPC Efficiency Scalar 0.976 
HPC.Wc HPC Corrected Flow Scalar 0.986 
Burner.dPqP Combustor Pressure Drop Scalar 0.996 
LPT.eff LPT Efficiency Scalar 0.986 
LPT.Wp LPT Corrected Flow Scalar 0.976 
HPT.eff HPT Efficiency Scalar 0.976 
HPT.Wp HPT Corrected Flow Scalar 0.976 
Nozzle.Cfg Thrust Coefficient Scalar 0.981 
Duct1.dPqP HPC Inlet Duct Pressure Drop Scalar 0.996 
Duct2.dPqP HPC Exit Duct Pressure Drop Scalar 0.976 
Duct3.dPqP LPT Exit Duct Pressure Drop Scalar 0.991 
Duct4.dPqP Nozzle Inlet Pressure Drop Scalar 0.981 
Duct5.dPqP Bypass Duct Pressure Drop Scalar 0.986 
 
An advantage to using this approach, while contrived, is that the values of the 
performance modifiers were known in advance.  This provided an additional metric with 
which to rank the solution methods: ability to reproduce the initial set of modifiers given 
only the noisy set of responses.  This would be infasible with real engine test data or 
actual baseline cycle model because the correct values of the performance modifiers 
would not be known beforehand. 
4.2 Algorithm Selection Results and Conclusions 
The first results and conclusions to be drawn were those concerning the use of RSEs. The 
goal of the investigation was to determine if their potential to replace the more complex 
cycle model was realizable.  It was determined thatit was not.  The time savings gained 
by executing the polynomial expressions was lost in the generation of the RSEs 
themselves, which remains a very manual process.  This can be seen in Figure 5 in the 
comparison between the time it takes to run an equal number of cases on the NPSS cycle 
model versus generating and executing RSEs. 
 



















Figure 5: Cycle Model vs. RSE Execution Time 
 
While the hypothesis that linearization of the cycle model about a single data point 
(single set of inlet conditions and throttle setting) was appropriate, this fact still required 
a set of RSEs for every point in the flight map.  Furthermore, to ensure optimality, the 
final solution (or set of solutions in the case of FMC or Bayesian networks) still required 
validation within the cycle model itself.  From this point on, the plan for each algorithm 
moving forward was for it to be implemented using the cycle model rather than a 
surrogate. 
 
The next step was to test and evaluate each method according to the chosen metrics.  A 
discussion of each metric will follow along with some noteworthy observations and 
general comments in order to provide the justification for down-selection to two final 
methods.  First, closeness to measurement data is shown in Table 3.   
 
Table 3: Converged Results and Closeness to Measurement Data: EKF and UKF 
Response Target EKF Results % Diff UKF Results % Diff 
T23 663.688 663.69 0.001% 663.69 0.000% 
P23 30.457 30.46 -0.003% 30.46 0.001% 
T13 687.11 687.11 0.000% 687.11 0.000% 
P13 34.409 34.41 -0.003% 34.41 0.003% 
T3 1390.516 1390.50 -0.001% 1390.53 0.001% 
P3 320.765 320.75 -0.005% 320.77 0.003% 
P16 32.332 32.34 0.012% 32.33 0.004% 
Thrust 20726.7 20726.80 0.000% 20726.63 0.000% 
T41 3261.9 3262.20 0.009% 3261.72 -0.006% 
WF36 3.518 3.52 0.028% 3.52 0.005% 
EPR 2.378 2.38 0.000% 2.38 -0.007% 
XN2 99.9998 100.00 0.000% 100.00 0.000% 
XN25 98.6145 98.61 -0.005% 98.61 0.000% 
EGT 1197.23 1197.26 0.003% 1197.25 0.001% 
A8 716.9 716.93 0.004% 716.90 0.000% 
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While the preceding table shows only EKF and UKF, the results illustrate how all the 
methods could be evaluated.  This result was surprisingly consistent for all methods: they 
could match the measurement data with a high degree of accuracy.  This was especially 
true for those that required calculation of the coeffici nt matrix/Jacobian: EKF, 
Regularization, and SVD.  Using information about the model, in this case the 
sensitivities of the measurements to changes in the performance modifiers, proved to 
yield very accurate final solutions with respect to he outputs.  The accuracy in predicting 
the performance modifiers proved to be the opposite cas , as seen in following table. 
 
Table 4: Converged Performance Modifier Values for EKF and UKF 
Modifier Target EKF % Diff UKF Results % Diff 
Fan.eff 0.986 0.98602 0.002% 0.98600344 0.000% 
Fan.Wc 0.996 0.995908 -0.009% 0.9959854 -0.001% 
HPC.eff 0.976 0.976014 0.001% 0.97599974 0.000% 
HPC.Wc 0.986 0.986077 0.008% 0.98602274 0.002% 
Burn 0.996 0.997904 0.191% 0.96015892 -3.599% 
LPT.eff 0.986 0.999041 1.323% 1.00260338 1.684% 
LPT.Wp 0.976 0.990826 1.519% 0.99500236 1.947% 
HPT.eff 0.976 0.968183 -0.801% 0.96516456 -1.110% 
HPT.Wp 0.976 0.976176 0.018% 0.97465093 -0.138% 
Cfg 0.981 0.981106 0.011% 0.98100936 0.001% 
Duct1 0.996 1.001182 0.520% 0.99396482 -0.204% 
Duct2 0.976 1.001486 2.611% 1.02337535 4.854% 
Duct3 0.991 0.995698 0.474% 0.98508077 -0.597% 
Duct4 0.981 0.995629 1.491% 1.01233622 3.194% 
Duct5 0.986 0.994732 0.886% 0.98674393 0.075% 
 
The difference in converged values is not insignificant even though both points provide 
almost identical measurements.  This highlights a non-trivial difficulty in solving inverse 
problems and one that appeared in every tested method: ere may be infinitely many 
solutions that satisfy convergence criteria within a given tolerance.  This will be 
addressed to a degree in following sections when refi ing the selected methods. 
 
In terms of computation time, the EKF had a slight advantage over the UKF.  While the 
EKF still required calculation of the local derivatives, UKF required many more 
iterations of the filter before convergence.  In geeral however, the computation times for 
all methods tested with the exception of the stochastic methods (FMC and GA) were on 
the same order of magnitude.  The computation time for FMC and GA depended directly 
on the number of performance modifiers used and desired resolution of the random 
search.  GA especially took a significant amount of ime longer than FMC yet provided 
comparable results.  The implementation of the GA also introduced a level of complexity 
in coding and execution that provided no incentive for choosing it over the simpler FMC 
method. 
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The final metric used to assess the performance of the status matching techniques was 
overall simplicity in implementation and use.  While the other two criteria were valuable 
in gaining insight into the methods themselves, this was the only one that could identify 
methods with distinct advantages over others.  Both types of Kalman filter, for example, 
require many pieces of information and assumptions t  utilize to their full potential.  This 
a priori knowledge is not critical to obtaining a solution using a Kalman filter.  However, 
much of the information that normally makes the Kalm n filter a powerful tool for state 
prediction is absent on a real cycle model calibraton problem: covariance between 
performance modifiers, distribution of measurement rror, etc.  This “bare-bones” 
approach essentially reduces the Kalman filter to a weighted least squares solution.  This 
need for reduction of each method to a simpler form by imposing minimal prior 
knowledge led to a rejection a many potential soluti ns on the grounds that this 
knowledge may not be available on a real status matching problem. 
 
The advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm are summarized in Table 5 below.   
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After weighing each metric and eliminating those that ad unacceptable characteristics or 
offered no advantages, two methods were chosen: filtered Monte Carlo and Singular 
Value Decomposition.  While each may be used on its own as a standalone solution to 
status matching, they can also complement each other; FMC is the simplest way to 
examine the entire solution space, while SVD is a reliable method for an inexperienced 
user to find a unique solution.  Each method is described in detail in the following 
sections.  
5 Description of Selected Algorithms 
The Filtered Monte Carlo and Singular Value Decomposition methods are described in 
the following sections. 
5.1 Filtered Monte Carlo (FMC) Method 
The Filtered Monte Carlo method is carried out by simply assigning random values to 
each of the modifiers, running the model with those values, and comparing the model 
outputs to the corresponding test measured parameters.  The procedure is illustrated 





















Figure 6:  Schematic of Filtered Monte Carlo process 
The input modifiers may be assigned values over any specified range and using any 
specified probability distribution function desired by the analyst.  Input sets that produce 
outputs matching the test data to within some specified tolerance are retained, and the 
other input sets are discarded.  The process may be repeated any number of times to 
narrow down to the most probably solution. 
 
There are two ways to interpret and apply the Filtered Monte Carlo results.  First is the 
“probabilistic” method, whereby the analyst filters the results to a tolerance sufficient to 
obtain reasonable probability distributions, and then selects the mean values as “the” 
solution.  A refinement to this approach might be to examine the joint probability space 
to determine a “most probable point” solution.  The second method is the “deterministic” 
method, whereby the analyst filters the data very tightly to eliminate all but a few 
solutions.  The analyst then examines each solution in detail to select the “best” one.  
However, it should be noted that the solution lying closest to the measured value may not 
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be the most probable solution.  For this reason the probabilistic interpretation is usually 
preferred over the deterministic interpretation. 
5.2 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 
SVD was first introduced to meteorology in a 1956 paper by Edward Lorenz [Lorenz], in 
which he referred to the process as empirical orthogonal function analysis. Today, it is 
also commonly known as principal component analysis (PCA). All three names are still 
used, and refer to the same set of processes. SVD methods deal with solving difficult 
linear-least squares problems. SVD method when usedfor status matching implements a 
linearization process.   
 
They are based on the following theorem of Linear Algebra:   
“Any M x N matrix A whose numbers of rows M is great r than or equal to its number of 
columns N can be written as the product of an M x N column orthogonal matrix U , an N 



















































Qualitatively the U matrix represents a vector basis for the most relevant information in 
the system while the eigenvalues wi represent the variability in the information.  
SVD plays a very important role in linear algebra. It has applications in solving least 
squares problems, in computing the pseudoinverse, in computing the Jordan canonical 
form, in solving integral equations, in digital image processing, and in optimization. 
Many of the applications often involve large matrices. It is therefore important that the 
computational procedures for obtaining the SVD be as fficient as possible.   The basis of 
the most popular modern singular value decomposition algorithms consists of two phases. 
In the first phase one constructs two finite sequences of transformations 
nkPk ,....2,1, =  
and 
2,....2,1, −= nkQk , 































QAQPP nn 211 ......        = 0J , an upper bidiagonal matrix. 
Specifically, iP zeros out the subdiagonal elements in column i  a d jQ zeros out the 
appropriate elements in rowj . 
Because all the transformations introduced are orthogonal, the singular values of 0J  are 
the same as those of A. Thus, if  
THGJ Σ=0  
is the SVD of 0J , then  
TTQHPGA Σ= , 
so that  
QHVPGU == , . 
The second phase is to iteratively diagonalize 0J by the QR method so that 
Σ→→→ ...10 JJ , where 
iiTii TJSJ )(1 =+  where iS and iT are orthogonal. 
The matrices 
iT are chosen so that the sequence iTii JJM )(= converges to a diagonal 
matrix, while the matrices iS are chosen so that all iJ are of bidiagonal form. The 
products of the iT and the iS are exactly the matrices TH and TG , respectively 
 
The computation is usually implemented in a computer program as follows:  Assume for 
simplicity that the matrix A can be destroyed and that U can be returned in the storage for 
A. In the first phase the iP are stored in the lower part of A, and the jQ are stored in the 
upper triangular part of A. After the bidiagonalizat on, the jQ are accumulated in the 
storage provided for V, the two diagonals of iJ are copied to two other linear arrays, and 
the iP are accumulated in A. In the second phase, for eachi, iS is applied to P from the 
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SVD can not fail to give an answer in theory; it can give results for over-determined, 
under-determined, or singular matrices. For under-determined problems, SVD finds the 
Bayesian solution which minimizes error residuals while simultaneously being closest to 
the prior guess for the independent variables.  Forove -determined problems, SVD finds 
the least squares solution that minimizes SSE over all residuals.  
 
SVD is a method to solve systems of linear equations. I  order to use svd for status 
matching, which is nonlinear, the linear equations are successively linearized.  This 
procedure is illustrated in Figure 7.  The SVD method is an “outer loop” surrounding the 
“inner loop” which is the standard Newton-Raphson iteration to balance the cycle (i.e., to 
satisfy the continuity and work requirements) for the current set of modifiers computed 




about the nominal point x0:
[A]∆x = ∆y




Apply linear SVD method to find ∆x
Find U, V, w: 
[A]=[U][w][V]




about the new x
Yes
 
Figure 7: Flowchart of SVD Calculations 
One refinement to the process is to make use of the eig nvalue information (wi) to 
identify and remove unimportant modifiers from the SVD solution.  If the eigenvalues are 
smaller than a predetermined limit, they are zeroed ut so that the values of the 
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corresponding modifiers are no longer updated.  This procedure helps avoid Type I errors 
of including unnecessary modifiers. 
5.3 Measurement uncertainty considerations 
From the perspective of status matching, uncertainty in he measured parameters, while 
important, is not necessarily a primary concern.  It is usually much more important to 
determine whether a measurement is “bad” or invalid, either due to a malfunction of the 
sensor or due to poor placement of the sensor, making the measurement overly sensitive 
to the three-dimensional unsteady flow field within the engine.  The identification of an 
invalid measurement must be made within the context of the other measurements which 
are accepted by the analyst to be valid.  That is, one parameter may be observed not to 
“close” with the others while satisfying the conservation laws with the engine model.  
However in making such identifications, the analyst must keep in mind that the 
apparently invalid measurement may in fact be corret; the remaining parameters may 
exhibit only subtle shifts from their “normal” values within their measurement 
uncertainties.  The experience and judgment of the analyst, perhaps combined with 
physical inspection of the hardware, may be required to resolve this type of problem.  As 
such, it is considered beyond the scope of the current research, although it may be a 
fruitful area for future work. 
 
In addition to sensor error, there are other sources of noise that affect the solution, such as 
the measured ambient conditions (e.g., Tamb and Pamb or altitude and Mach number).  
These sources must be included as part of the total uncertainty of a measurement.  For 
example the total uncertainty of the thrust measurement Fn, including the effects of Tamb 























+= σσσσ  
where σ is the standard deviation.  The total measurement uncertainty may then be 
included in the selected analysis methods in a straightforward manner.  In the case of the 
FMC method, for example, measurement uncertainties can be taken into account when 
selecting the ranges of values for filtering.  In the case of the SVD method or any method 
that essentially solves a system of the form y=Ax, the measurement uncertainty can be 
incorporated by scaling or dividing through each row f the A and x matrices by the 
standard deviation assigned to the corresponding measur ment. 
6 Demonstration 
As a proof of concept, real engine data from testing of Pratt and Whitney PW2037 
turbofan engines was used to develop a status engin model from a baseline engine model 
using both the FMC and SVD methods.  The results of the status matching provided by 
each method were then compared. 
6.1 Description of the Data 
Engine test data was provided by Delta Air Lines for use in this demonstration.  The data 
consisted of 46 engines each tested at six different power settings called “bands”.  The six 
different bands made up a sea-level static power hook beginning with Band A at high 
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power through Band F at idle.  The engine data was collected during post-maintenance 
testing.  It was not known how many operating hours were on the engines or what type of 
maintenance was performed. 
6.2 Baseline Engine Model 
The first step in analyzing the data was to develop a baseline engine model, which would 
then be tuned to the test data through use of the status matching processes.  In the absence 
of a true baseline PW2037 model, one was developed s cifically for this research.  As 
was the case for the sample engine developed previously, the baseline model for the 
PW2037 was made using NPSS. 
 
Inlet Fan Splitter
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Figure 8:  Schematic Diagram of NPSS Engine Model Components 
 
The components of the NPSS engine model are shown schematically in Figure 8.  Each 
turbomachinery component (Fan, LPC, HPC, HPT, and LPT) are represented by 
component maps and have audit modifiers for efficien y and corrected flow.  The burner, 
the splitter, and each of the ducts have audit modifiers on their pressure loss 
characteristics.  Finally, the two exhaust nozzles have audit modifiers on their discharge 
(or flow) coefficients. 
 
The baseline model of the PW2037 engine was developed from data available in the 
public domain from the International Civil Aviation Organization’s (ICAO) emissions 
databank [Aircraft].   Generic component maps and characteristics were scaled to match 
the ICAO data, resulting in a baseline model matching as closely as possible the engine 
certification data.  Figure 9 shows the baseline model plotted with the ICAO data as well 
as the set of engine test data for the 46 PW2037s.  The baseline model at similar inlet 
conditions to the test data is also shown on the figure. 
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Figure 9: PW2037 Power Hook 
 
As seen in the figure, the high power conditions show the most discrepancy between 
baseline and target.  While data was available for six total throttle positions, only four 
were used in the demonstration.  This was mainly a consequence of the baseline 
performance maps lacking the ability to predict behavior adequately for the lowest power 
settings.  From here on, the demonstration will preced  only with Bands A through D. 
 
An additional test of matching ability could be seen in plotting various measurements 
against engine throttle setting for the four bands of interest.  High pressure rotor speed, 
thrust, and fuel flow are shown below in Figure 10 as an example.  In all cases, there is a 
significant discrepancy between the baseline model prediction and actual test data. 




































Figure 10: Baseline Model Comparison with Engine Test Data 
In general, higher fidelity baseline models are typically used as the starting point for the 
status matching problem.  The use of a generic model with estimated component 
performance maps certainly does not degrade the solution.  In fact, the successful 
matching of cycle model predictions to test data on an initially poor representative model 
is a testament to the robustness of the status matching method. 
6.3 User Interface 
A user interface developed in Microsoft Excel Visual B sic for Applications (VBA) to 
address the need for a more automated status matching process.  The “front page” of the 
interface, shown on the left in Figure 11, prompts the user through the steps necessary to 
set up and run the engine model.  Setting up the input involves defining the independent 
and dependent variables, and mapping them from the test data sheet to the engine model 
input and output files.  After the model is run, the results (computed modifiers) may be 
loaded into the results page.  A plotting utility, shown on the right in Figure 11, 
automatically generates predefined plots of the results.  The plotting utility allows the 
results to be compared to the original engine model as well as the test measured data. 
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Line Constant Series











Optional Plots Set X Set Y
EPR N2K
EPR0 WF_AVG
Number of Optional Plots 2
Line # Description
1 Independent Variable Names
2 Minimum value of independent variable
3 Maximum value of independent variable
4 # of MCS cases per calibration point
5 Number of calibration points
6 Starting condition for SVD
7 Inlet condition names of first calibration point
8 Inlet condition of first calibration point
9 Active measurements of first calibration point
10 Active measurement values of first calibration point
Command: CTR + r
Run Simulation
Copy Results to "Results" Page 
Set up "Plot Setting" Page, Plot Results
SVD: run run/pw2000.run –DSVD
Monte Carlo: run run/pw2000.run –DMCS
Command line input: 
Modify run.bat to point to NPSS on your computer
Open up Command Prompt and Navigate to 
SVD_Model_Simple
Set Up input File
 
Figure 11:  User Interface 
 
The user interface interacts with the engine model by several “wrapper” files which read 
in the data from a data file, set up the model according to the selected solution method, 
execute the model, and collect the results.  By putting all the steps together under a single 
user interface, the data manipulation is greatly simplified and streamlined.  This is a 
major contributor to speeding up the status matching process for an inexperienced user. 
6.3.1 Interfacing Measurements 
Instrumentation on each engine provided the measurements used to develop the status 
model.  The available measurements used for status matching as well as those used to set 
the appropriate flight conditions for baseline model ar  listed in Table 6.  It was assumed 
that throttle position controlled engine pressure ratio (LPT exit pressure divided by fan 
inlet pressure).  Therefore, EPR was treated as an input to set the flight condition. 
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Table 6: PW2037 Measurements 
Flight Condition  Measurement  
Test Cell Inlet Temperature Thrust 
Outside Air Temperature HP Rotor Speed 
Relative Humidity LP Rotor Speed 
Fan Inlet Pressure Fuel Flow 
Engine Pressure Ratio (EPR) HPC Inlet Pressure 
 HPC Exit Pressure 
 HPC Inlet Temperature 
 HPC Exit Temperature 
 LPT Inlet Temperature 
 Exhaust Gas Temperature 
 
An important aspect that should not be overlooked is how the physical measurements 
from instrumentation on the actual engine are mapped to variables in the cycle model on 
the computer.  For this demonstration, it was assumed that there was a direct mapping.  
For example, the measurement for LPT inlet temperature corresponded exactly with the 
thermodynamic flow station immediately before the low pressure turbine.  This 
assumption was used for every measurement and was based on the fidelity level of the 
baseline.  Typically with a more sophisticated baseline, the probes and sensors used to 
obtain the measurements can be modeled and the appropriate losses and other effects can 
be recorded. 
6.3.2 Interfacing independent variables 
The next piece needed to complete the setup portion of the demonstration problem is 
identification of the performance modifiers used to match the test data.  Without any 
prior knowledge of engine behavior, the complete set of available scalars was chosen.  
There were scalars for efficiency and flow on each rotating component (fan, LP/HP 
compressors, and LP/HP turbines).  Each duct had an associated pressure loss expressed 
in terms of a scalar on baseline pressure loss.  Lastly, there were pressure losses across 
the splitter, combustor, core, and bypass nozzles cr ating a total of 15 performance 
modifiers.  The modifiers are summarized in Table 7. 
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Table 7: Component Performance Modifiers 
Modifier Name  Description  
Fan.s_effAud Fan Efficiency Scalar 
Fan.s_WcAud Fan Flow Scalar 
Duct4.s_dPqPaud LPC Inlet Duct Pressure Drop Scalar 
LPC.s_effAud Low Pressure Compressor Efficiency Scalar 
LPC.s_WcAud Low Pressure Compressor Flow Scalar 
Duct6.s_dPqPaud HPC Inlet Duct Pressure Drop Scalar 
HPC.s_effAud High Pressure Compressor Efficiency Scalar 
HPC.s_WcAud High Pressure Compressor Flow Scalar 
Burner.s_dPqPaud Combustor Pressure Drop Scalar 
HPT.s_WpAud High Pressure Turbine Efficiency Scalar 
HPT.s_effAud High Pressure Turbine Flow Scalar 
Duct11.s_dPqPaud LPT Inlet Duct Pressure Drop Scalar 
LPT.s_WpAud Low Pressure Turbine Efficiency Scalar 
LPT.s_effAud Low Pressure Turbine Flow Scalar 
Duct13.s_dPqPaud LPT Exit Duct Pressure Drop Scalar 
Duct15.s_dPqPaud Bypass Duct Pressure Drop Scalar 
Splitter.dPqP1 Splitter Bypass Stream Pressure Drop 
Splitter.dPqP2 Splitter Core Stream Pressure Drop 
Core_Nozz.s_CdTh Core Discharge Coefficient 
Byp_Nozz.s_CdTh Bypass Discharge Coefficient 
6.4 Results of SVD Method 
The SVD method was used to compute modifiers for each of the test data points.  To 
demonstrate the full process, i.e. including regression of the modifiers and incorporating 
them back into the model, a single representative engin  was selected at random. 
6.4.1 Representative Engine (SN# 716310) 
A representative engine (SN# 716310) was selected from the sample of engine test data 
provided by Delta Air Lines.  The match accuracy can be seen for the Band A data (100% 
power) in Figure 12.  Note that the maximum error is around 0.025 % (not to be confused 
with 2.5 %).  The resulting modifiers for all four bands are tabulated in Table 8.   















































































Figure 12: Percent Error for Engine SN# 716310 Band A (100% Power) 
 
 
Table 8:  SVD Results for Engine SN# 716310 
Modifier Name Band A Band B Band C Band D
Fans_effAud. 1.01824 1.01926 1.02853 1.04701
Fans_WcAud. 0.96436 0.95476 0.95619 0.96058
Duct4s_dPqPaud. 1.00019 1.0001 1.00038 1.00049
LPCs_effAud. 1.09247 1.09066 1.08546 1.10765
LPCs_WcAud. 0.92826 0.93029 0.92174 0.91319
Duct6s_dPqPaud. 1.00043 1.00053 1.00058 1.00085
HPCs_effAud 1.01781 1.01943 1.01916 1.03046
HPCs_WcAud 0.9585 0.95128 0.93613 0.89866
Burners_dPqPaud 1.00207 1.00373 1.00298 1.00337
HPTs_WpAud 0.94299 0.94355 0.94451 0.94012
HPTs_effAud 0.93023 0.93063 0.92737 0.91543
Duct11s_dPqPaud 1.00021 1.00051 1.00035 1.00028
LPTs_WpAud 0.97852 0.97825 0.98343 0.99695
LPTs_effAud 0.94648 0.94317 0.93813 0.91292
Duct13s_dPqPaud 0.99612 0.99513 0.99519 0.99304
Duct15s_dPqPaud 1.0006 1.00065 1.00064 1.00042
SplitterdPqP1 0.01435 0.02625 0.03206 0.04691
SplitterdPqP2 0.05046 0.05318 0.05511 0.03482
Core_Nozzs_CdTh 1.00003 1.00002 1 1.00001
Byp_Nozzs_CdTh 1.00003 1.00002 1 1.00001  
 
Due to the limited amount of data, the regression of the modifiers was carried out for 
demonstration purposes only and should not be considered as representative of the 
regression quality that is possible when more data is vailable.  To demonstrate the 
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process, each modifier was either fitted to a polynmial function of corrected fan speed 
(N1K) to account for the variation from band to band, or set to a constant if the variation 
across power bands was sufficiently small, as indicated in Table 9 below.   
 
Table 9: Final Values for Status Deck – Engine SN# 716310 
Modifier Name Status Deck Value 
Fans_effAud Curve (function of N1K) 
Fans_WcAud 0.9590 
Duct4s_dPqPaud 1.0003 
LPCs_effAud Curve (function of N1K) 
LPCs_WcAud Curve (function of N1K) 
Duct6_dPqPaud 1.0006 
HPCs_effAud Curve (function of N1K) 
HPCs_WcAud Curve (function of N1K) 
Burners_dPqPaud 1.003 
HPTs_WpAud 0.9428 
HPTs_effAud Curve (function of N1K) 
Duct11s_dPqPaud 1.0003 
LPTs_WpAud Curve (function of N1K) 
LPTs_effAud Curve (function of N1K) 
Duct13s_dPqPaud 0.9949 
Duct15a_dPqPaud 1.0006 
SplitterdPqP1 Curve (function of N1K) 




The representative curve fits are shown in the Figures below. 




















































Figure 13:  Modifier curve fits for Fan and LPC  
 










































































Figure 14: Modifier curve fits for Splitter and HPC 
 




















































Figure 15: Modifier curve fits for HPT and LPT 
 
As a final step in the demonstration, these curves w re added back to the model, and a 
power hook was run to compare to the baseline and to the measured test data.  









































Figure 16: Representative Plots of Status Deck vs. Ba eline and Test Data 
It may be seen that the final results, while not perfect, are fairly good.  Additional data 
and analyses could improve the results still further. 
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6.4.2 Entire Engine Population 
The above results were obtained for a single represntative engine chosen at random from 
the population of 46 engines.  Once the status matching procedure was formulated using 
the SVD method with this single engine as a test cae, the procedure was executed on the 
entire population of engines at four thrust bands each.  This yielded 184 total points to 
perform the status match.  This exercise was done in order to evaluate the overall speed 
and convergence properties of the algorithm when faced with large sets of engine data.  
The first attempt yielded a converged solution for 145 of the 184 test cases (79%).   This 
result highlighted an important aspect of the SVD method; it relies on a local 
linearization of the model, so the final result is often dependent on the starting condition. 
A non-converged solution typically indicated an improper choice of starting condition for 
that particular data point.  For this reason, some care must be taken when selecting a 
starting condition about which to begin linearization of the model. For this specific 
example, the poor convergence on the initial test was believed to be the result of the 
lower fidelity baseline model.  However, when the data was rerun using a different 
starting condition, 94% convergence rate was achieved.  In terms of computation time, all 
computations performed for matching of the baseline model to 184 different test points 
took approximately six minutes. 
6.5 Results of FMC method 
While the concept and implementation of a filtered Monte Carlo simulation is quite 
simple, the interpretation of its result is not. Typically, the interpretation involves various 
multivariate statistical analyses such as correlation analysis, principal component 
analysis, and Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis. In this section it will be demonstrated 
how these techniques can be used to analyze a filtered Monte Carlo simulation result. 
 
For the demonstration a filtered Monte Carlo simulation was performed on a set of 
measurements obtained from a real Pratt & Whitney PW2037 engine at a fixed operating 
condition. The range of each performance modifier is listed in Table 10. Although for an 
exploratory study it typically is desired to use a wide range of values for each variable, 
for this particular case the ranges were chosen based on the experience of the authors. 
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Table 10: Ranges of the Engine Performance Modifiers 




















Byp_Nozz.s_CdTh 0.98 1.02 
 
The target measurements used in this demonstration were FN, N1, N2, WF_AVG, PT25, 
PS31, TT25, TT35, TT49, and EGT. Precise information regarding the uncertainty of 
each measurement was unavailable to the authors so the filter tolerance was arbitrarily 
chosen as 1% of the target value. A total 160,000 simulations were performed, and 655 of 
these cases fell within the filter tolerance. 
6.5.1 Histograms 
The results of ultimate interest to the analyst are the values of the engine performance 
modifiers and, sometimes, the variances of the values. An estimate of an engine 
performance modifier and its variance can be graphically shown with histograms. 
 
Figure 17 shows the histograms of five engine performance modifiers from the filtered 
Monte Carlo simulation: Fan.s_WcAud, LPC.s_WcAud, HPC.s_WcAud, HPT.s_WcAud, 
and LPT.s_effAud. The x-axis of each of the histograms is frequency, and the y-axis is 
the value of a modifier. In each plot it can be seen that some intervals are more frequently 
visited than others. The rest of the engine performance modifiers, not shown in Figure 17, 
produce nearly uniform histograms, which means that no particular value in the range of 
the modifier is preferred. 
 
Should a point estimate of each modifier be required, the sample mean can be used as the 
point estimate. The samples means of the performance modifiers are listed in Table 11, 
and the NPSS output with the mean vector as an input s listed in Table 12. Each target 
variable is matched with less than 0.5% error.  It should be noted that these results, when 
compared to the first column of Table 8 (the SVD results for the same data point) are 
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Table 12: Matching Results 
NPSS Output Measurement % Error
FN 36040.80 36038.56 0.01
N1 3994.80 3993.86 0.02
N2 11351.40 11350.77 0.01
WF_AVG 13221.00 13232.23 -0.08
PT25 37.59 37.60 -0.02
PS3I 373.17 373.30 -0.03
TT25 688.00 686.96 0.15
TT35 1403.20 1400.98 0.16
TT49 1470.20 1464.50 0.39
EGT 1470.17 1476.27 -0.41 
 
 





















































Figure 17: Non-uniform Histograms of Performance Modifiers 
6.5.2 Correlations 
Histograms provide useful information regarding univariate data. Multivariate data 
analysis of the correlation between two variables is also quite useful. A correlation 
coefficient quantitatively indicates the degree of c rrelation between two variables. The 
correlation coefficient is a real value between -1 and 1. The correlation coefficient of -1 
or 1 means a perfect negative or positive correlation, respectfully. The correlation 
coefficient of zero means no correlation at all. Given a finite sample, a sample correlation 
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where n is the number of samples [41].  Table 13 shows the matrix of the sample 
correlation coefficients. Among the pairs of 20 engine performance modifiers, three pairs 
are found more or less correlated, i.e., the absolute correlation coefficient equal or greater 
than 0.5. These three pairs are HPT efficiency modifier and LPT flow modifier, HPC 
efficiency modifier and HPT efficiency modifier, and fan efficiency modifier and LPT 
efficiency modifier. All of the three pairs are negatively correlated; when one increases, 
the other decreases. 
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A correlation coefficient is merely a measure of linearity between two variables. The 
correlation coefficient of zero does not mean they are not related to each other. If the two 
variables have a nonlinear relationship between them, their correlation coefficient is zero. 
Visualization of data helps avoid falling into this pitfall. Each case of a filtered Monte 
Carlo simulation is a multi-dimensional vector whose elements are independent variables 
and response variables. Correlation between a pair of ndependent variables can be 
visualized by plotting all the cases of the filtered Monte Carlo simulation in the space 
constituted by the pair of independent variables. If there is a correlation between this pair, 
the points of all the cases of the filtered Monte Carlo simulation will look alike more or 
less a band while those of uncorrelated pair build a cloud looking alike a circle or square  
 
Figure 18 is the matrix of the correlation plots of seven variables, HPC efficiency 
modifier, HPC flow modifier, Burner pressure drop modifier, HPT flow modifier, HPT 
efficiency modifier, Duct pressure drop, and LPT flow modifier. Each cell of the matrix 
contains the correlation plot between two of the seven variables. The matrix of the 
correlation plots is symmetric; the lower diagonal is a flipped image of the upper one. 
According to the correlation analysis HPT efficiency modifier is more or less correlated 
with HPC efficiency modifier, HPT flow modifier, and LPT flow modifier. In this 
simulation none of the plots shows nonlinearity. Note that the observed correlations 
between two of the engine performance modifiers are valid only with the given 
measurements. They may or may not true at different operating conditions. When a 
severe correlation is present between two of engine performance modifiers, caution is 
required. Two or more sets of engine performance modifiers can result in an identical 
NPSS output. 
 




















1.01 1.03 0.945 0.97 0.99 1.01 0.94 0.95 0.91 0.925 0.98 1 0.96 0.98
 
Figure 18: Correlation Plots 
6.5.3 Principal Component Analysis 
The correlation matrix and plots reveal the relationship between each pairs of variables. 
However, each case of the filtered Monte Carlo simulation is shown in several two 
dimensional space so that it is still hard to see how each case is distributed in the inverse 
solution space constituted by the independent variables. In fact, it is impossible due to the 
large dimensionality of the problem. The large dimensionality can be reduced principal 
component analysis (PCA). 
 
Principal component analysis is a dimensionality reduction technique based on 
projection. Multi-dimensional data points are projected onto a few principal components, 
which constitute a lower dimensional space. The multidimensional data points can be 
visualized in the lower dimensional space, e.g., a 2-D or 3-D space. This kind of 
visualization is especially useful for identifying multiple solutions. Similar solutions will 
gather together and constitute a cloud of points while different solutions will appear apart 
from each other. 
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A principal component analysis follows the following steps [5]. Consider a data set of N 
observations {xn} where n = 1, …, N, and xn is a vector with dimensionality D. 
  
1. Subtract the mean from the data 









The data subtracted by the mean vector is called th adjusted data: 
xxx −= nadjn,  
 
2. Calculate the covariance matrix 












3. Calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix 
The principal components are the eigenvectors of the ollowing problem: 
uSu λ=  
where u is a D-dimensional vector, and lambda is a modifier. The D values of lambda 
that satisfy the above equation are the eigenvalues, and the corresponding values of u 
are the eigenvectors. Refer Golub and van Loan [Golub and van Loan] for algorithms 
to find eigenvectors and eigenvalues. 
 
4. Choose components 
The eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue is called the first principal 
component. Typically a few principal components areimportant. When we project 
the data to these few principal components, we do not lose much of information even 
though the dimensionality of data decreases. For 2-D visualization two principal 
components should be chosen, and for 3-D visualization three principal components. 
 
5. Project the data onto the components 
The adjusted data can be projected on to the princial omponents using 
adj
T
proj xFx =  
where F is the matrix with the selected principal components in its columns. 
 
Figure 19 shows all the cases of the filtered Monte Carlo simulation projected on to two 
the principal components. Note that the larger cloud f points on the right is the cases 
from the original ranges of variables and the smaller c oud on the left is the cases from 
another set of ranges. The separated clouds mean two different inverse solutions. By 
visualizing the multi-dimensional data in the two-dimensional space, the multiple 
solutions can be easily identified. 
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Figure 19: Projected Data onto the Principal Component Space 
6.5.4 Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) 
PCA is the projection of the data onto a lower dimensional space such that the variance of 
the projected data is maximized [5]. Fisher’s LDA is also a projection technique used for 
dimensionality reduction. However, unlike PCA, it is the projection of data that 
maximizes the class separation [5]. A Fisher’s LDA follows the following steps [8]. 
Consider a data set of N observations {xn} where n = 1, …, N, and xn is a vector with 
dimensionality D. 
 
1. Calculate the within-scatter matrix 








xxxxS ))((  





cw SS  
where C is the class space. 
 
2. Calculate the between-scatter matrix 






cccb n ))(( xxxxS  
where nc is the number of data points in class c. 
 
3. Calculate the optimal discriminant direction 
The optimal discriminant direction ϕ can be obtained by solving the generalized 
eigenvalue problem: 
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ϕλϕ 1−= wb SS  
where λ is a scalar. The vector associated with the largest λ is the optimal 
discriminant direction. 
 
Each element of the discriminant direction vector is the contribution of each variable in 
the original vector xn. He et al. [18] refer to the bar chart of the discriminant direction 
vector as the contribution plot and use it to determine which variables are responible for 
the separation of classes. 
 
Fisher’s LDA is performed on all the cases of the filt red Monte Carlo simulation, and 
Figure 20 shows the contribution plot. Each bar represents the contribution of each 
performance modifier in distinguishing one cloud in F gure 19 from the other. Among 20 
engine performance modifiers only one modifier, Splitter.dPqP2, is mainly separating the 
two clouds. 


















Figure 20: Contribution Plot 
6.5.5 Additional Monte Carlo Studies 
While the filtered Monte Carlo is a heuristic technique for optimization given mostly to 
trial and error, there are a number of plots that aid in the status matching and overall 
execution of the algorithm.  These plots can provide insight into the filtering behavior as 
well as justification for selecting total case number and tolerances when using the 
method.  This in turn gives additional scientific rigor to the algorithm. 
 
The first plot shown in Figure 21 provides the user with information about the number of 
cases that will remain after filtering the data according to a certain tolerance.  In other 
words, if the cases were removed that did not meet any of the target values within the 
given tolerance level, how many cases would remain? 






























Figure 21: Number of Points Remaining for a Given Filter Tolerance  
In the example in the above figure, if the simulation began with 10,000 cases and a four 
percent filter tolerance was placed on all of the targets, approximately 2000 cases would 
remain.  This information is useful when determining what type of approach the user 
would like to take with the Monte Carlo method.  If a probabilistic approach is desired, 
there may be a minimum number of final cases requird to define frequency distributions 
or make statistical claims about the data. 
 
The next figure indicates the minimum number of cases before the Monte Carlo 















Figure 22: Monte Carlo Results Independence 
 
For example, in the above figure, a simulation of 100 cases provides a different value of 
the mean each time the simulation is run.  The mean line does not become horizontal 
until a simulation of 10,000 cases is run.  Thus, to ensure accurate results and prove that a 
single simulation can be used to predict the modifier, a minimum of 10,000 cases is 
required. 
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations 
7.1 Impact / Review of Significant Results 
This research program developed an improved, automated process for calibrating turbine 
engine performance models.  After a detailed examintio  of several potential algorithms, 
two complementary approaches were investigated:  the Filtered Monte Carlo method and 
the Singular Value Decomposition method.  The proposed algorithms meet the sponsor’s 
requirements for a robust, fast process suitable for inexperienced users.  Both methods 
were demonstrated to successfully match measured data with no prior knowledge of the 
engine.  The procedure will contribute to Air Force goals for improved engine test 
planning, diagnostics, and condition-based maintenance. 
 
One of the major conclusions of the research is that the choice of solution algorithm is 
not the most significant issue.  All the algorithms investigated are theoretically similar to 
each other.  For example, the Kalman filter is a time-dependent expansion of the 
weighted least squared method.  SVD finds the minimum norm solution among possibly 
multiple solutions.  Regularization methods use various norms such as L1 and L2 norms. 
The regularization term in the regularization methods work the same as prior information 
in Bayesian methods.  Genetic algorithms are a version of the filtered Monte Carlo 
method with a heuristics inspired by natural selection.  The main difference between 
these algorithms is the amount of information required to run the algorithms.  Bayesian 
methods require the most amount of prior information while the filtered Monte Carlo 
method the least. 
 
The most significant factor in a successful method is the user’s choice of modifiers.  Even 
a sophisticated Bayesian method may result in erronous solutions if it includes 
unnecessary modifiers.  It is difficult to avoid the fact that choosing the right set of 
modifiers requires experience; although certain steps in the process have been automated 
and effectively prompt the user when a decision is required.  It is in this respect that the 
FMC and SVD methods complement each other in a powerful way.  An initial FMC 
analysis will identify for an inexperienced user which variables are significant and will 
provide him or her with appropriate ranges for those variables.  This analysis may need to 
be conducted only one time, at the beginning of the test program.  The SVD method may 
then be used to quickly determine the best value for each modifier at all subsequent test 
conditions.  
 
It is noteworthy that, if user experience can be translated into probability distributions for 
prior assumptions on the modifiers, then Bayesian methods can easily be incorporated 
into the developed process.  Over the long term, this may prove to be the best approach to 
the problem. 
7.2 Transition / Collaboration Opportunities 
The engine status matching process is applicable to calibration of other types of models.  
Similar methods have been used by the researchers for calibration of engine, aircraft, 
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noise, and emissions models and for calibration of lower fidelity aero models to CFD 
models. 
7.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
Recommendations for future work address to the two main obstacles to completely 
automating the status matching process, which are (1) selecting the most appropriate set 
of modifiers and (2) regressing the results. 
7.3.1 Modifier selection 
The first step in the creation of a status deck is to select which component model 
modifiers will be allowed to vary to force the model to match the test-measured data.  As 
in all model fitting problems, it is important to avoid Type I errors (i.e., including 
unnecessary variables) as well as Type II errors (i.e., omitting significant variables) while 
being alert to multicollinearity problems.   No automated process can completely replace 
the expertise of the analyst.  However, it has been demonstrated in the present work that 
the filtered Monte Carlo method provides significant i sight which can guide an 
inexperienced analyst. 
 
Unfortunately, the filtered Monte Carlo procedure can be quite time consuming.  Future 
research should focus on methods which are faster.  One approach that has been recently 
investigated [25] involves a Bayesian approach where the analyst may assign prior 
distributions to the modifiers.  Through an iterative refinement procedure, the most 
effective explanatory variables congruent with prior expectations may be identified.  It is 
recommended that research continue into applications f this approach to the status 
matching problem. 
7.3.2 Regression 
The final step in the creation of a status deck is to regress the modifiers against physical 
parameters such as corrected rotor speeds, and incorporating these curves into the engine 
model.  In the present research this was a manual process.  The process requires 
additional expertise on the part of the analyst, who must determine not only the proper 
modifiers to include in the matching step, but must al o determine the most appropriate 
parameters against which to regress those modifiers.  The process is especially difficult 
and time consuming when analyzing data from multiple flight conditions.  In the 
demonstration problem considered in the present resea ch, all the data was taken at sea 
level static conditions.  At this flight condition, the modifiers were found to be either 
constant values or simple functions of the rotor speeds.  However, data taken at high 
altitude, low Mach number conditions might be expected to be a function of Reynolds 
number, and data taken at high Mach conditions might be expected to be a function of 
turbomachinery running clearances.  These and other parameters must be considered in 
the regression process.   
 
Ideally, it would be possible to match and regress data from multiple flight conditions 
and multiple power settings all in one step.  Some att mpts at this have been reported in 
the literature for related problems (see for example [29]).  Typical approaches require the 
assumption of some functional form, e.g. a second degree polynomial.  It may be 
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appreciated even from the limited analysis performed on the sea level data in the present 
work that a simple polynomial is not sufficient.  Clearly more research is required in this 
area.  
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